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Abstract
1	 A general. theor•[ for steed., , oscilln-
tory or fully unr.t•^- , ay potential cc'°.p
:sible aerodyn^:m.-cs aro:_nd complex config-
vrations is presented. Usirg the finit-e-
e'_ment methoe to discrntir ,! the srice
problem, ona ob:ainz a set Ce di:fcrenLial-
delay equations in tir..e relating the poten-
tial to its normal derivative (on the sur-
fi:ce of the body) which is L—xpressed in
terms of the genEr'_.i7ed coordinates of
the struct__e. '_'or oszillatory flow, the
rotior. consists of sin •_, soid: l oscillations
around a steady, cu.sonic or supersonic
'flow. For fully unsteady f''-ow, the motion
I s
 
assumed to consist of constant su:^sanic
for su=eersonic soe•9d for ti-n,: t< Cl, (Steady
:state) and o r small perturbations around
the steady state for time t>0; the solu-
tion is obtained in Laplace's domain.
From the potential, the aerodynamic
;generalized *forces are obtained. There-
fore the final output is the matrix of
the aerodynamic coefficient>, relating
'the generalized forces to.tne generalized
.coordinates, in the form necessary for
!flutter applications. The theory is em-
beddcd in a co,: p-z:er code, SOUSSA (Steady,
;Oscillatory and Unsteady, S'bsonic and
;Supersonic Acrodyna:.ics), which is
'briefly described. Numerical recults
tare presented for steady and unsteady,
subsonic and supersonic flows and indi-
cate that the code is not only general,
'flexible, and simple to use but also
I tccurate and fast.
1. Introduction
Presented herein is a general formula-
^tion of st eady, oscillatory or fully un-
,steady, subsonic and supersonic potential
zerodynamics for an aircraft having arbi-
^trery shape. The objective of this fornu-
ilation is to described the tine functional
relationship between aerodynamic potential
and its normal derivative (normal wash) in
a form which can be used for computational
!analysis. The finite-element method is
!used for space discretization. The matrix
}
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!of the aerodynamic influence coefficients,
:i ,^ co ;f;. ry fc.,- fl.:t: c r calcul.ation^;, is
then obtained. Results obtained with the
boriputei program SO USS". (steady, Osci'_ la-
corx' and UnsLead} , 5_,i .soni c and Supersonic
:Acrodynumics) are also presented.
-i
1	 The analysis presented herein is ba.;cd
on a new integral for.;ulation, prescnt:,^d in
References 1 and 2, which includes co-..olete-
'ly arbitrary motion. Foy:,over, the
';cr.l implement, ion (Reis. 3 ai ,.d 4) was thus
' far limited to sieeda and oscillatory f?c z .
On the other hard, i:: order to perfor •• , a
'lin^ar-system inzlvsis of the aircraft, it'
' is convc nient to use more go-nera 1 F.eroc:v-
;namic formulations, i.e., fully transient
`rerponsc for. time-doniin analysis and the
?,aerody n amlc transf-`- _unction (LLcp^iu:i:
, t^^ansform of the fully unsteady oysi-ra-or)
.for frequent!-domain analysis. k general
formulation for fully unsteady (inc:ici=1)
aerodynamics was presented in Refs. 5 and 6
where only very preliminary result_ w:-re
given. Consistent with this type of
.analysis, the unsteady contribution i_, as-
sumed to start at time	 t=0, so thi't {or
t-ne t<0 the flow is In stea::y Scats.
Furthermore, consistent with the
flight dynamics analysis, the moticn o_
the aircraft is assumed to consist of
small (infinitesimal) perturL•.a*.ions e rnund
the steady-state motion.
It 'may be noted that within the n_-
sumption of potential. aerody-ar„ics, -....rya
exists other methods to evaluate tits aero-
. dynamic loads? Among them, the lifti;.g
surface theories, while flexible and effi-
cient, are not sufficiently general. On
the other hand, finite-element methods,
though sufficiently general for han%ling
complex configurations, are limited to
steady flows. In addition, they are usu-
ally quite cumbersome to use and invari-
ably require human itervention to define
the suitable type of element (source,
doublet, etc.) to be uscd. 7
 For oscilla-
tory aerodynamics, the doublet-lattice
method 8 ' 9 is the only other method, be-
sides SOUSSA, which can handle subsonic
oscillatory flows around complex configur-
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at16nr, vh? le SOCtSA i:: t-k:e' only p-ogrlm
which can anal}ze oscillatory supersonic
.aerodynamics.
Finally, for fully unsteady aerodynam-
^ica, several problems have been considered
s ince the initial work by Wagner (Ref. 10)
I f 
unsteady inconiressible two-dinensional
I io.!.	 Whi lc t:c•v,-r11 tt:+me thod; ir- avai.luble
for %.`ngs in subsonic and super:;onic flow
(sce Refs. 11 and 12), no other code, be-
Sid„s SOUSSA, is available for subsonic
land supersonic flows arout:d arbitrary com-
iF,lex configurations for either time or
;frequency don-.in analyf;i-.
1	 The purpo.-Q of this paper, is to pre-
-cenl recent developments on the formula-
-tier. of Ref. 1. In t^is p: ar onl y
 the
:subsonic formulation is presented in
details;the su personic formulation is
only briefly outlined in Appendix A. Fur
!conciseness, tr.aterial pr:, ^ • iously pre-
iserted (in particular, th-. material of
'Ref. 4) is not repeated herein.
Using the finite-elentant method to
;discreti.zc the s pace problen, one obtains
^a set of differential-delay equations in
tine reia Un7 the potential to its normal
derivative (en the surface of the body),
,which is expressed in terns of the gener-
alized ccor^inates of the structure. For
oscillatory flow, the motion consists of
sinusoidal oscillations around a steady,
subsonic or supersonic flow. For fully
unsteady ilo;:, the r..otion is assvmed to
consist of constant subsonic or super-
sonic speed for time t<0 (steady state)
and of small perturbations around the
steady state for time t>0; the solution
is obtained in Laplace's domain. From
:the potential, t.`.e aerodynamic general-
ized forces are obtained. Therefore
the final output is the matrix of the
aerodynamic coefficients, relating the
.generalized forces to the generalized
coordinates. The theory is embedded in
a computer code, SOUSS;. (Steady Oscilla-
tory and Unsteady, Subsonic and Su per-
sonic_ Aerodynamics), which is briefly
jac scribcd. Numerical results are presented
( for steady and unsteady, subsonic and
;supersonic flows and indicate that the
'code is not only general, flexible, and
simple to use but also accurate and fast.
I
2. Equation for Velocity Potential
The subsonic aerodynamic formulation
used in SOUSSA is briefly presented here.
IThe supersonic formulation is given in
'Appendix A. Assume the flow to be an in-
;finitesimal perturbation from the steady
'state flow. Then stanAard use of Green's
function method applied to the equation
,of the velocity potential yields, after
( linearization, the following in^cgral 	 I
!equation 1r2 .	 i
where P*
 is on t:he surface of the body,
E a,N is the outer normal
1	 ¢=^,/U^ f
	
T=a0N
(2)•
1 X = ^/^ w	 Y _ y/f Z = -It T
'
= %,9 Vt
!with a= 1 - M^ and	 -
.I	
R=r(X-Y..)2+(Y-Y*)2+(Z-Z*)21 1/2	 (3)
l	 J
`^+hile
(4)
•	 _	 T o
f•
'where
=M V - XJ + P, 	 (5)
is the tirr.e necessary for a disturbance to-
propagate from P to P * . In addition, 2; W
is the (open) surface of the wake (known
from the steady state solution) and Al, isi
•the potential-discontinuity across the
wake, evaluated in the direction of the
normal, i-.e h cl a _-(R	 if the upper nor-
mal is used,. It should be noted that the
,value of .A4) is not an additional unknown,,
since	 jjI
(P . T) = A ^r (PTE . T -n)
	 (6)!
,` where )1 is the nondimcnsional time neces-
` sary for the vortex-point to travel (with-;
f in the steady flow) from the point, PTE
(origin of the vortex:-line at the trailing
edge), to the point P. For small-pertur-
bation steady flow, n is given by °	 t
it = 8 2 (X - XTf)/M	 (7)
Equations (1) and (G) fully describe	 I
the proble:.i of linearized unsteady sub-	 I
sonic potential ae:ouynamics around i
;complex configurations. In order to'solve
Ithis problem, it is necessary, in general,'
to obtain a ni:ncrical a pproximation for
Eq. (1). This is obtained by dividing the
surface of the aircraft into N13_.quadri-
2n
.
4, (P.,T)=-ff1. 10C) -_' d% +	 jB	 R	
(1):(	 IfAB aN \R) - LaT] R aN dEB
 
	^
1''-^Il 
f ed'l' a NR ) -FL a 	 a N\ W
Ilateral elements Eh	 (which are described	 i Kutta condition.4.11	 is then evaluated r
in term	 uf the corncz points by use of
standard finite-ele-.ent interpolation
f	 - n --	 -
rom the centroid, as
techniga•_ *)	 ne. by n.ssu,inq	 y , 	ind	 to
I N)be constant within each clement: -	 W	 (11)	 ^P,na e 2 (n 	 xh
i
t	 4•(P' T -9)
	
y	 7) 4 ^ -
•	
h) I	 Ilith the above approximation, 	 it isI possible to writeI
4
(P. T - 0)= 41 hh	 0 - Eh )
.
e^ (CE)	 _	 S	 (12)I	 nh,A h
-
m(n)	 h)( where	 ip h (T - ^)	 and	 (T- ^h	areh	 )' I Ir	 _ . where S	 = 1 (S	 : _I) ,	 if h identifiezi	
nhnh( time depenflent values of	 w	 and	 L at the I
1 centroid Ph of 
£h 
at the time T- Oh	 (where the upper (lower) point Ph on the body
El	 is the disturbance-prupagltion tire corresponding to the point nor) on the
from P	 P ).
* 
to h I	 ^E)I wake	 (i.e.,	 near tl.c point	 f	 on()
Next consider the intc!grals or the the tr a iling edge),	 and Snh-O other-
wake.	 In order to fac'.litate the use of wise.
:Eq.	 (6), it is convenient to divide the
+wake into strips de`incd by 	 (steady-state) Combining K(s.	 (1),	 (3)	 and	 (9)
vortex-lines ernanati.g from the nodes on and assuming p,E p,	 , one obtains
the trailing edge.	 The strips are then
divided inCoY,W elements 7,,n (w) with nod-s
j	 )'h	 II'	 I h)	 (13)along the vortex: lines. 	 The potential	 I
discontinuity is assumed to be cons-
	
i I
tant within each element	 ( IIT	 )	 FU I 	 - c
+!
	
Cjh d>h	 _ ^ jh	 L h	 h1
	
I)` h •	 h
n	 n	 (9) Fjn Snh^'h {1 -	 ' nn ) Iin
;where
	 a+^n Cr - On)) s the value of es(w) i	 + E Fa GIn S
nh ^ h (T -
 G in - Pd! at the centroid	 of the element F( --• n	 h -
Ion the wake at time T - 0	 (where
	 0 is i	 I
th^ropagation time fro 	 per) to P* where1 f
Note that according to Eq. (6)
-
(f(	 dF^ (14)	 fi
A41	 (T) =	 a^(TE)	 (T -Pn)
2^	
h Rt
p` = F^
n	 in 	 (10)
where m-m(n) identifies the trailing - a
edge point whicl	 is `n the same vortex- ^Ih	 rJ_J (k	 h 1 P,line as the point Pn 	 .	 Furthermore, T1 n	 I dN	 1+	 F.h 	 ° Pj
is the time n^_cessary for the vortex-
point to be convected from the trail inq-
^)
-
D
	
- --
)	 ak i
.edge point Pi;	 to the wake-point P^	 .	 I Ih dP h
J J	
aN^R IP*	P,
It may be worth noting that	 ao m
a	
--	 I1
mho	 where hu and hP identify Jd^.P
the
r^
In	 on JJ_E
^N R
n
'- P^upper and lower trailing-edge nodes
on the body corres ponding to the mth
node on the trailing-edge. G. rr3R	 dE 4
In SOUSSA	 Q^_ Oh
	
is approximated I n	 JJ- _.	 naEn R	 N Pi = P.	 I
I
U
	 t	 + and I
with the value evaluated at the centroids
of the elements adjacent to the trailing
edge.	 This is reasonable in view of the
G ib 	
^h "
- 	
(15)
ip-4
• The equation for to elements are of
the type	 P = Po +F, i'1 +nP 2 +^rjY 3 	( -1< Using the above mentioned hyperboloidalI
quadrilateral elements the coefficients
< l;-1<n< 1) , This type of element is B, C
	
F	 and G.
	 ;.re evaluatedjh	 .Jh	 ^n	 7nhyperboloidalcalled	 al.ement and is
described	 details in Ref.
	 4._in analytically with the expressions given
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[F -
U H
in Ref. 4. The coefficients Djh are -^
approximated as D jh=RjhC jh where
Rjh- Ip j -P^.
Next, ta.<inq the I,Aolace transform with
zero initial conditions of Eq. (13) yielrls>
C9rIkJ 	 h	 [z jh, 'it	 (16)
whore 4h and 4'h are the Laplace trans-
forms o^-.Oh anC*h.while
Y jh	 bjh -(C jh +S D h) c`5`'j`►I/
- E
	
(F in + S G jn ),,4(0jn +1In)Snh
	
(17)
n
and
	
Zjh ^ Bjh e -S ©jh	 ( l e)
whereas S is the nondimensional Laplace
parameter.'
: 3. Baundary Condition
I
r. The derivation of the boundary condi- j
{ tion is given in details in Ref. 13. Pere
the derivation is briefly sarrnarized.
The boundary condition obtained by irpos-1
ing that the velocity of the fluid and
the velocity of the body, v_, have the
same components along the normal to the
surface of the body. This yields	 I
(v - U00 I ) • n (tVU00	 (19).
I	 i
'where n(t) is the instantaneous normal
i to the surface of the body. The unsteady
part cf the boundary conditions (neglect-
ing high order terms) is given by
I with An i =	 -- °d • o x1 ad • a r,1)	 2	 2	 1
where d is the displaccm.:nt of a point
of the boEy. Expressin g d and v in
terms of the generalized coordinates
of q 	 as
I
j	 No
d 
- E_9nMnWY)
nil
• For oscillatory aerodynamic::, setting
!	 00T)
	
0heit2T	 and Y h (T) „ YheinT
yields the same equation with S "A.
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and
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v ° E qn Mn (Sa)i
1	 n	 1
!One obtains, In the Laplace domain,
No
I	 ' -	 •	 Ig• ^' 'E` ^_ M „ n	 (23)
n L 1 U^
BM
I	
°1 x °2 { ag1	 2	 2	 1	 n
iwhere s = S^c^.e	 L°uation x(23) gives the •
^desir60 - i:oJat-ior.shi;, between normal wash
i at any p ,.Ant and t::•• general.i v.vd coor-
clinates y^l
i
I
4. Pressure s l.nd Generalized Forces
^•	 In order to complete the formulation,
i the proce•dure^ for 	 cvzluat.i.on of tine
; aerodyn:trtic presst:ro and the generalized
;forces is presentee: in this section.
First, consider on averaging scheme
,which imposes that the value of the
potential ,r,' at the node P' is the
(average of tlk val • cs of the potential
!at the cei;troids o: thn elements sur-
rounding P'
'
 In other words
k
{ 4, k ) = JE kh) (`'Ih3
	
There jE ►,hl is an avr.raging matrix	 {
defined as
Ekh -	 if	 Pk E Eh	 (25) I
NW
(i.e., if the P' is one.of the corner
points of the	 element Eh ) and	 =
I
E kh - 0	 otherwise	 (26)*
i
{	 In Eq. (25), NO-) is the number of
element: which have Pk as one of their
scorner points. Having evaluated the
values of dl at the four corner points
of each quadrilateral element, the po-
tential is expressed as
(27)I
__J
21)
(22)
I
f
(24)1
'I
{	 4 - L 4,f N h (P)
i
= 4 -
—I - ___L - ^^ , ,
whoa ;J' are the fir,t--order gluhal shape-,
funct:io s obtained by asser •.bling local
shape-functions of the type
N (E) ^ 	 (^ + 5,)(11 +11 1 ,)	 (?8) i
-	
4'k"k	
I
whereCk =+ 1 and 1) k =+ 1 are the loca-
tioni of the cornura ik of the e1z.-, cnt E h.
and	 are the coordinates over the
element) so that	 }
i
	
a N ^	 I
_LL ^^^^	 h	 (29) .
where Zr
The pressure coefficic.. may be evalu-
ated from the linearized Bernoulli
theorem as
F %M,-)T S
	
1	 (30)
1
Expressing V4+ in terms of the tangential
derivatives of 46. and neglecting the con-
tribution of the norral ccm;orc-n 1 , the	 i
pressure coefficient is given by 	 =
I
2 (p2a4,c
P!v1
	
BT	 ^^)
-	
1	
(31)
	
+ i. • A2 ate./
	
i
1
where Aa are the contravanirnt base 	 j
vectors, with • al)/ a.=:°' given by Eq. (29) .
Next consider the generalized aero-
dynamic forces	 i
	
9 cP n • M d EB	 (32)n
	
In
where
q	 U1~2 P 00(3!)i
is the dynamic pressure.
By assuming that the pressure coeffi-
cient ..c., is constant within each element
(consistpent with the assumption made on,!),
Eq. (32) can be expressed as
[Q n ) ° q[Q nh 1 t (p) lt )	 (34)
r,
where
Qnh ff 
'n • 7J1 n d Eh
)"h
1	 u^l
..	 0	 V1 
x °2	 n (35)
-4(u )
 x 
-62 ' M d p = Ph
where
	
a-:d i'2 art! the basic vectors of
the eleimnt Eh
s. SOUSSA
The abov:, furor i tion is i.r:t,1cr-.-cntei)
in tho ccmiuter pro _ - .. sous:ai% (Staady,
Oscillatory and Unst ,^ ady, S%i^.-^-onic and
Superson_c- ,.uro6yn:::•sic s) . Trc- )frograin
is an improvc)nent of the pro_ :.e:t SUSSA
presented in Ref. 4 and therc` o_'e re-
tains all of the h; c:c feat ,.ares aralyzea
in Rcf.	 In par.:.:_-alar C.^ ^rorra),
besides being gencral and flrsi lc is
also very sirple to use. The only inputs
a±-the location of :he corl`:'r ,: r )intr of
the quv.drilateral eloriu-nts, t.` )o !•:ach nun:oer
and the reduced frequency. Tine wake is
autcnatically generated. Tt should be
noted that a considv. ablc improveraent
with respec t to SOSS:t'is th=+^ a .personic
flows are treated exactly the same way
as the subsonic ores: in par'.•icular
diaphragms are not used in SUUSSA* There-
fore the basic simplicity in ns^ for the
subsonic fl-')- s is re .-ained i.-, ^;::perconic
flows as well. An additiona l foature
which didn't exist jr. SOSSA :.s i:he evalua-
tion of the r.erodyn^zic.	 coeffi-
cients. Therefore it may bc: ::vrth it to
add a fe%., cor•.ments on the com.nutational
implementation of the formu)ation pre-
sented above. (Details for tLo following
expressions are given in Rcf. 13.) Note
first that the relationship betveen nor-
mal wash and generalized coordinates,
Ety. (23 ) ):gay be written as;
tY 	 M()).'^	 (36)
where
In Eqs. (36) to (43) com pact matrix
notations are used. Vectors and
	 i
matrices are underlined. Tildas in-
dicate Laplace's transform or equiva-
lent operation.
a
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i/.	 i . .	 •	 .I •1,
ana ii (1) a r..atri.x implicitly clnfined by
Eq. (23) . rui therirore L•(J. (16) may bu
rewritten a-:
-I
¢
	
Y. Z
	
- 1^1 G) 	 (39)
.. .^
whereas the relationship between pressure
coefficient and poten-vial may be written
as
C	
M (3) v	 (40)
where ' 1 (3) is obtained by combining Eqs.
(24) , (27) , (29) and (31) . Fina ll y (sc
Eq. (34) )
Q	 - q M^a) c	 (;1)
or, combining Eqs. (35),(39), (40) and (41),
Q =qM g
	
(42)
where the matrix of the aerodynamic influ-
ence coefficients hi  is given by
VA
	 A1(`) M())	 (43)
Note that 0 1) and ri (4) dc-^end upon
the modes An (^° ), whereas M( 2 ) and
FI(3) do not. The separation of Ti into
node-dependent matrices and mode-in-
dependent matrices is particularly
useful for autotaated structural design
in which the same gt%nr.P1ry bnt di ffrrent
modes are used in each iteration. In
addition :(`) is the only matrix which
depen-4 3 in a complicated way upon the
complex fre quency S. However once the
coefficients of Eqs. C.4) and (15) are
evaluated, the evaluation of R(2) re-
quires only the combination of this
coefficients accordin g
 to Eqs. (17) and
C18) and the inversion of the matrix t
(see ca. 39). This is particularly
useful for the evaluation of the acro-
dyna-ic influuctce coefficients for
	
various frequencies,	 as needed for
instance for flutter analysis. An
exan.ale of the tire saving obtained
by using the t ,..o above features is
given in the following section.
'6. Fumerical Results
Typical nume=rical results obtained with
SOUSS;, (Ref. 14) arc prozentcd in this sec-
tion. Figure 1 sho,.s the sectional lift
coefficients at various stations of it wing-
body in steady subsonic flow compared
against experimental and theoretical
!results of ;.ei. 6 and 15. The results —
w_ro nb;aincd if.) , NzO tine it rcct;u^9^tl.^.r
wing with ci:ord c lz l, inJ span b-G thick-
i
n_se . -D.O? anri a w-G . The body iu at
zero angle of at•.tac1: with overall length
of 5 chords (iozeboLly with 1en(jLh L --2c,
fus .-lago 1e: gth L f0 3) . Note that
the fuselage is closed at the end by a
ci^ct;Iar -,l,itr.
	
In addition, a fl;iL wal.e
is e-an atin5 fry m the wing trailing edge
and a cylincrical wake from that of the
fu::-:. ac +.	 r'icn:re 2 ahoy:, s the convergence
anrlyris of sectiona] lift of Figure 1 as
a .ncti :i of th. number of elements. The
cc,: - ;. ter tina u:., d fnr each ca ,:e is • also
iL_'icatcd. rigures 3 and 4 present t:he
lift and morent coefficients of a roc-
ta n -yuler t,• inq in supersonic unsteady
flow., Wit:• : aspect ratio. AR-2, c=1, b=•2,
11-0.001 t+nd complex reduced frequencies
c --0. 	 0. 0+i1 .0 and +D. 2+i]..0
for !:ac t, .un*-)er 1, 11 -2 t' to 1.5.	 The re-
sults arc com,,_3-red with those of Ref. 16.
Noted that in contract to Ref. 6, the
present rct!%od d:, es not r c^quirc the use
of diarhragns. Figure S present:; a
wiry-'cdy-tail configuration in fully
tnsteady flow wi_h src'cifications of the
Sec-etry sir.-Jlar to that of Fig. I.
However, a 'r.-_izontal tail is added with
chord c=1 and b=6 which is stationed 0.5
chords aba:^ the center line of the
fuselage. The complex reduced frequency
was k =0.1+iO.5. No existing result is
nvailGbtc for comparison, ror, its mcn-
timed a',:?ve, the present method is the
only existing one which can analyze fully
unsteady flow. The result is prc:ented
to dem_-ns-rate the generality o.`. the
method and its ability to handle fully
unsteady :lcw problems. Figures C and 7
presents the lift and moment coefficients
and their corresponding  phase :r.gl^s for
a rectanculrr wing osci).latin, i.rt pltnge
and pitch in subsonic flora with Mz2,
=0. 001 , .:ach number ci-0. ai;6
W x7 elemunts ca the whole wing. The
results are identical with the ones
jcbtained with SOSSA. However, consider-
tble time saving was obtained in the
respective frequency and mode calculations
by the dccon.position of the matrix Ih1 into
^
frc .uency and mode dependent matrices
ssee_Eq `(43))._ All the_ results were ob 1
taired in 44 mina %e. 82.5 secs. for one
faercdynaric coefficient and one frequency
(( (since fo::r coefficients and eight fre-
quencies have been con^;idercd). Note
that the time for one single coc^fficicnt
and one si:..;le fre quency (if evaluated
independently) is about 13 minutes.
Table:: 1 and 2 contains the general-
ized force for an AGARD wing-tail con-
figuration in ctrasi-stcacly and o::cilla-
tory floss compared with several existing
meths-'a (:.cfs. 17 to 21)
	 While Table 3
included the generalized forces for the
sane con fiquratien in fully_ unsteady
flow (co:.plex requcncy) . ror afl tie 're=
sults the standard AGARD geometry (des-
(38)
= 6 -
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cribed fir instance in Refs .' 18 end 19 ) watt
ueacl. i ,:.s cor.si;ts of two sve•r,t. talx•r.ad
lifting r.urtacec. Thu first uurfacc has
X11'"0 and x TL '2..25 at y=0 and xlr-2.75 and
xTr,'3.70 at y-1 and in located at 7-0. The
cecund cur ace has x Lr 2.70 and xTj:t4.00
;.It y-0 ":1d x LC' 3.00 and xTE'4.25 at y-1
nn? is lc)c. -'d at	 .r..	 All th ,: rv,sultc
prt.scrlb_':? !sere :?era obtained using 40:7
,elements on ee:ch surface. Results ob-
twined with :x5:•:5 eic-ents is aic.:t. that
convergence was attained. The results are
csually in exccilent aareeme .t wi':h those_
of Refs. 17 to 21,
7. Conclusions
A general formulation and computer
program for the analysis of steady, or:cil-
latory and unsteady, :uh un .c and r,.rper-
soni.c acrodynamic flows around co.apJ ^_x
configurations have _'ecn	 The
final output of the code is the matrix
of the aetodynamic influ..• nc2 coeffi-
cients for flutt. •r analysis to be used
for instance in I:e progrrrn rCAP (Ref.
22).
It should be noted that, while there
exists several rr.ethods to analyze the
problem of unsteady compressible flowos
for complex configurations, the present
method, embedded in the computer program
SOUSSA, is unique in the following
aspects:
1. It provides a com pletely unified
approach foi steady, oscillatory
and fully ur..teady, subsonic and
supersonic ac,-dynamic flows.
2. It can be applied to -rbitrarily-
complex configurations. Wing-bcay-
tail configurations in fully ur-
steady flows have been presented.
3. It is computationally extremely
general, flexible, efficient and
above all, accurate. The elimina-
tion of diaphragms in supersonic
flow improved considerably the
simplicity and efficiency of the
code.
4. SOUSSA is the only existing pro-
gram that can analyze fully unsteady
complex-configuration potential
aerodynamics in subsonic or super-
sonic regir..os. It is also the Wily
program capable of handling oscil-
latory supersonic aerodynamics for
complex configurations.
S. In contrast to existing methods:,
which in many instances requires
extensive user's background in
aerodynardcr, and farailiarity with
the specific nethod, the present
code requires very limite-1 hu..an
intervention and is extremely easy
to use.
G. Flutter and aptimal design annlyr.c3
reclui>.c ev.rluat iun of the aerodyna:aic
influence coeff_cient.s for several
fceyucncies and mcde shapes. With
the caique fr'at.ures mentionod above,
(i.e., Luparation of the aerodynamic
I	 itlftuence coefficient mntrices into
frec;kioncy and r;vde dopendont and
fn::• :nd^'nh matrices) the computer
time that norm,-.11y would have been
required is drawatically reduced.
Aix
  A
In this AppendiN. the fu=wUla*..fan for
ttu' su?.rsonic ca ge is briefly outlined.
For conciseness, only super sonic trailing i
Edges • !r ! consi.(lerac? ro that the contribu
tion of the Make: ea:: bas ignored.	 (In
,SOUSSA diaphagrin are not used and there-
fore i. r.:! su,)crsoni: w v)ce i -_ tr:, ted a!;
' the su. • onic one. ) Urlder s;::.111-p'Uturb3
-', tion ::,_ unl,:iun, t)-.c Green t)worom for
potenU :l. supersonic flow is given by
i	 I
2rr 4r(?'..T)= JJE I (,p,In+ + 
	
R dE
t^(/•j•('/1. j	 ca: l) i
+ 3
.7 F. ^11•F` 
Is la 1 d
B N 
c r H lvi.
	 E
g 
1 _ffE
 
l.aT] 	 1TJ ) R' ^Nc. 8 
±where ti'	 ^k	 (	 a	 is the cor.or,nnt
BN._	 bNoderivative •(Ref. 4) )
	
is the conormrtl
wash whi,:Ii is prescribed by the boundary
conditions, and -
X = x/Cj, Y= y/l . Z=a/1	 T = deer (A.2)
with 0 1° ti	 Furthermore,
R`[ _._	 I/2(X-X.)Z 
-(Y-Y.)2 -(Z-Z.)2 ,	 (A.3)
whereas
1
/
2
H IforX .=X>I(Y -Y.)-+(Z-Z.7^,
= 0 for X,-XSIN-Y.)
2
 + (Z_Z.)
2)1/2(A.4)
and 
r l 6tL J	 t ] I T -	 (A.5)e3
with
Ot ° M (X. - X) i P.'	 (A. G)
Following the same procedure used for
the subsonic case one obtains
i
f
i
I
I
i
bRiG ;AL FACE L5	 =!i_M
OF POOR QUALITY
'? r
0j(T)	 F 4, hh	 L
+ L.. C jii [^h
+
	
D'1j r [•i,Ir
where
(f - 
0 + q')r R -
+ )+0 0 -9 l (A.7)R 
-9 + h 	j} )]
•	 -J
(f -O if. )- $1, (1 -t'jh)
H
D	 -	 rr	 qtr
2n IJ	 R 
^I - 2n_llr 
`^ ahc R
Ydz
h I
_	 P'— PH a" dr
^h.	 2 n E R' u 14	
h	 I P..° P.
h	 )
The definition of Ojh and p^h :s
discussed at the end of this appendix.
Finally, taking the Laplace transform
of equation (26) results in
ryihl
	 ^ [Zih] 1^ h!.	
(A.9)
; f 
where
ryi-SQ+-S9_ .h] - (°jh ` cjh
	 ( + a	 () (A. t o )
-SDih (e-S9.1h- 0-se Th
rz,-
h] a , rBi
b -SOjh +e-S'h) l	 (A. 11)
J LL	 J
Equation (A.9) yields the matrix D1(2)
to be used in Eq. (39) for supersonic
flows. The supersonic matrices
	 M(1),
M (3) and t (4) are equal to the subsonic
ones. Therefore the above modifications
in the definitions of Y jh and Zjh are
the only changes necessary for supersonic
flows. As mentioned above if the trailing
edges are partially subsonic the wake is
treated as in the subsonic case.
Finally a few remarks are necessary
on the fact that diaphragms are not used
in SOUSSA and on how this relates to the
i
correct definition of 	 LO and O le . It
should be noted that A h lh and O,h' j are
imaginary . if the centroid Ph of the
•lemcnt Eh lies outside the Mach fore-
cone of the control point 1' j . Th.^ s	 -
bc:rGIAI! FACE IS
v,F rUOR QUALITY
yield: no problem for the elcrr.nnt -s	 1
com:,lctcly out.00 f _ or comet icicl; ins•ic'e
thu to c;L forecone+. t.owever for the
eler..erts partially inside this Mich + 	 +
forecone, a special definition for 
° ill •	
1and F h - munt. be tu.ed: note that - U,h
and .J (' jh rcpresant the two propngatiOn -
tines for tho d3.LLur:banCa.:. cmanat.ingfrom
the e] • .:ter.
	
7:to reach the point P .
Therefore for elenents+ partially inside
the Mach forecone, 0.h, anti n,h are rro.^.t
I appropriately dofincd 1 (from a'^physicr.l
point of view) as the propaWitioll ti_ es , 1
from t?_- centroid of the portion - of thn ^
ele:ner.: i:h intersected by the Mach
forecone"to the control point Pj.
'	 It LhOUld be noted that with this 	 i
definition o-1 ^ i^ti^ and 6: } , supersonic
flo:rs can 1)_ trt•t!tce exa, t? y the sa:,^_
way oruhf chic fJ	 For i.n::L-•:ncc
I a wing with superrvniic li ti 3 Oing edge is
solved ty using both sides of the wing	 r
sin!-,
 ltarr	 1.l :o for ~firm: s a:ith -
partially supersonic leali:,:l edges the 	 1
use of Oio.-ph ragn:: is not necon-- a ry.
t This is a consider ble adv::rtage: the -_­se
use of diap..ragr.s in the program SOSSA	 1
I was cu:rbersome, es pecially for wing-	 I
body-tail and non-coplanar surfaces
analys^n. In the }..ogrzin 	 there
is no difference in the treatment of
subsonic and supersonic flo:.-s.
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	 17
-0.0001 :.C::1 0.007„ -0.0501 Rat.	 11
-0.0001 -3.0015 -0.0044 -0.0012 Prasent
Tail Pitch F11rg ? , 4 -0.0049 ^.0'.J9 O .GiSG 0.0012 itcf.	 17bending 0.0002
C,_111
-U.001k . 0.0007 Ref.	 19
-0.0014
. 1
. .6022
(0.6975
-0.0120 0.0002 Present
Tail Pitch Tail Roll 3,4 0.6345 0.5320 0.771?
Rvf.	
17
O.C175 J	 :.d4 0.32:':; 1.0701 1
0.6400 0.7723 0.3916 0.7766 Present
Tail Pitch Tail Pitch 4,4 0.11166 C.5G11 -0.0452 0.4442 Prf•	 17
0.7205 1.4759 -0.0764 1.60,4 Ref.	 16
0.1590 0.43F: -0.1456 0.5354 Present
Wing Twist :ling Twist 143, -0.1470 U.y:^,2 -0.!M3 0.6274 Rcf.	 19
6 Tail	 r.,,11 4 Tail Roll 14 3 -0 . 1155 1.425: - 0.'•661 0 . 5346 Preoer+t
Wing 7%015t rang 744, 0.2404 C.!.3C:: -D.12G2 0.5904 Ref.	 19
L Tail Roll tending L 143 0 . 7117 0.49SJ -0 . 1303 0.5226 Present
Toil Pitch
Ping
Dendin7 L
Wir:g Twist
6 Toil Toll
14 J,
244
O.G402
0.6751
0.01^:
O.COy
0.1!.SC
0.2312
0.7190
0.7243
Nef.	 19
Present
TAU Pitch
Nina Wing 244, 0.1619 C.7yr,g -0.45GU 0.4729 Net.	 19
Dending 6 rxr.Ai,IQ	 L 244 0.1694 1,0X5 .-0.5024 0.7317 Present
Tail Pitch Tail	 Pitcr.
I
QUALM - 12
'	
Tr
TAnLr 2
Ccneralir.>J
 Acrc	 r..-)rc,; (.c, LLiCJCj,tZ
for AlARI Winq -T-vil Int,. !^roncv M-3.0,
C', "ral i	 d
Fo rce  J"
I J . twi-t
C.	 Y
rgessure In
"ing twist , I' l
- 
13
0.0313
L
-
j
rj t 0.34,;G 71
0. 1 172 0.1113' V.-
Wing Lending aing jwi:;t 2, 1 ' 0.3601 O.C890 • Ref. 20
a . *1 7 1 t, L)
	 ?:1 . 7 peL.	 21
0.33L7 U.( - Z4 l•x,, •4	 It
Tail roll 4 J	 twist - 0 . LI S " I I'v".	 20
0	 -1, n 2 ., Re!.	 21
Oil 5 rx, t;'I' t
"all pitch sting twist 4,1 0 .085C. 0 . 050 • Ref. 20
_01000S (1 .0?17 Ref. -21
Pre:-_nt
Wing twist wing b -_enlinj 1', 2 -0. 074 (' 0.030 . $cf. 20
- 0.C - ;t' 0. Ot. R, - !	 21
0.053' I	 r y	 t
bt: :,	 1! 2,2 -0 7 ci.2".1
0. 01 0.2464 Itvr.	 21
-0. 024', 0.'216 Present
"ail roll ' s ing ),.e x! i: D - 0. 04:? CC 15 - U(., t .	 20
-0.0715 Rer.
0 . 0:1:. C ? COIN; P r, s
Tri p pitch he 0. S .005 2D
0. Ot'. Z
0 -.033-: -0.0606 Presc;it
Tail roll Tail rol l .3;3 r. C.' 6 3 0.2022 'Ref.	 20
C1 .07r, 0.3170 Pei.	 21
0.0461 . 0.289a Present
Tai l pitch -ail roll 41,3 0.007' 0 . 2 ^ C. , Le	 2 (+
0IC-4 c! :;.2206 10, 1 .	 21
0.020 012240 pf-e:'Cat
Tail roll Tail pitch 3,4 0".451 7 0.1632 HL C.	 70
0.4 •1 30 (.2368 Ref.	 21
0.5O 0.1"074 rr'•n•-;.t
Tail pitch 7ail pitch 4,4 u .2 1, 1 15 0, 2598 7cf.	 20
Vf.	 21
0.37.,4
1
0..!3.5 L
TABLE 3a
Generalize! AeZodynanic Force
for AGAP.D Wing
-Tail Jr , tcrfcrc.-,c•^
Ccnerall.cd
Force in
Causcl 1^y
Pressure	 1*a
i j Ij ij Oij Ij
Wing twist Wing bendir., 1,2 - 0.1200 -O.C9'-" I - 0. 14  o - 0.0242 -0.1400 -0.0033
Wing bending Wing 2,2 -0.2184 0.033: -6 . 3733 . 0.1956 - 0.3903 0.2536
Tail
,
 r6ll Wing-.ben! i4 r. f. 3,2' -O.OG I I -0.055-. -0.0311' - 0.01.2 4 - 0.0251 - 0.0120
Tail . pitch Wing ber.din • 4_ 2 -0.0150 -0.. 0148 '- 0.00;2 * - 0.0122 -0.0023
TABLE 3b
Generalized m.eroclynanic Force Cj r! rficinnts
for 14JARD Win?-Tail Xntc ,.r fcr:tr:cQ M-3.D t ft/l,^0.6
I	 J.	 _ kC - 0.	 0.15+il .5
by ij
	
Generalizes Caused ,=- , ^ -- - _ 
-_ 
--i- -	
6	
Cl
._ - - 
_ 
--
	
in	 j	
- 
1	
--T
	Force I 	 rr^Su:C in	 Qij	 %J	 i
	
Wing twist	 Wing twist	 1+31 -0.0278
	
0.40 1: 0 *	 0.0130	 0 •. 4 00;	 0.04G4 0.3933
	
Tail roll	 t Tail ro ll 1+3
	
Wing bending Wing twist	 2+4, 0.2373
	
0. 215:•	 0.2654	 0.2060	 0.2972 0.295E
& Tail pitch & Tail toll 1+3'
JA
	 13
